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Knowledge graphs (KGs) can help enhance recommendation, especially for the data-sparsity scenario with limited user-item

interaction data. Due to the strong power of representation learning of graph neural networks (GNNs), recent works of

KG-based recommendation deploy GNN models to learn from both knowledge graph and user-item bipartite interaction

graph. However, these works have not well considered the hierarchical structure of knowledge graph, leading to sub-optimal

results. Despite the beneit of hierarchical structure, leveraging it is challenging since the structure is always partly-observed.

In this work, we irst propose to reveal unknown hierarchical structures with a supervised signal detection method and then

exploit the hierarchical structure with disentangling representation learning. We conduct experiments on two large-scale

datasets, of which the results well verify the superiority and rationality of the proposed method. Further experiments of

ablation study with respect to key model designs have demonstrated the efectiveness and rationality of our proposed model.

The code is available at https://github.com/tsinghua-ib-lab/HIKE.
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Fig. 1. The diference of term hierarchy in this paper and previous works. In Fig. 1 (a), the hierarchical knowledge tree

structure (KTS) mentioned in this paper refers to structures that reveal domain knowledge from coarse-grained level to

fine-grained level. In contrast, hierarchy used in previous works [10, 34, 50] refers to the connectivity between nodes of the

same path in a heterogeneous information network (HIN). In Fig. 1 (b), we use a dashed red line to illustrate a path in HIN,

which is totally diferent from the hierarchical structure in this paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, we have experienced the convenience of online services, including e-commerce, news, videos,

etc., while facing the diiculty of information access due to the information explosion of the cyber world. Aiming

at iltering valuable information for users as well as increasing proits for online platforms, recommender systems

have appeared and have made a diference in many scenarios.

However, almost all recommendation scenarios sufer from the data-sparsity problem [6], which can cause

great diiculty in capturing user preferences due to insuicient user-item interaction. To alleviate this problem,

knowledge graphs (KGs) [3, 18, 22], which encode auxiliary information with the graph structure, have been

incorporated into recommendation [4, 7, 31, 35, 36, 38, 45], named as KG-based recommendation. Some earlier

works [1, 4, 45] irst extract information from KG triplets, and then treat the distilled information as side

information of items, which can help to obtain more representative embedding of users and items in the parameter

optimization process and further beneit the downstream tasks.

Despite the efectiveness of these embedding-based approaches, they only leverage the irst-order connectivity

of KG. For the purpose of absorbing information from longer paths in KG, path-based KG-aware methods

[5, 17, 27, 33, 40] have been proposed, in which predictions between users and items are made via estimating

scores of paths connecting them. However, these methods highly rely on the quality of manually extracted paths.

Lately, the paradigm of developing an end-to-end model based on graph neural networks (GNNs) has been widely

adopted in [36, 38, 42, 46]. Combining GNNs with diferent information propagation mechanisms, these models

usually have stronger prediction ability and interpretability.

In these various eforts in KG-based recommendation, an important property behind the knowledge graph

is still less explored: The hierarchical knowledge tree structures in KG. Speciically, in a recommender system,

there naturally exists hierarchical domain knowledge under diferent granularity. For example, for a given item in

recommendation, its coarse-grained knowledge may be that it is a restaurant while ine-grained knowledge may

be that it is a French restaurant. The coarse-to-ine-grained knowledge naturally forms hierarchical knowledge

tree structures (KTSs), which is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a). Diferently, some works may have used the term hierarchy

to express the connectivity between nodes belonging to the same path in the heterogeneous information network
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(HIN), such as the red dotted line illustrated in Fig. 1 (b). However, leveraging the hierarchical structure of the

knowledge graph into recommendation is facing two critical challenges as follows.

• The hierarchical structure can be incomplete. Although some KTSs may have already been contained

in the knowledge graph, there still exist unobserved KTSs due to the cost of constructing a knowledge

graph. For instance, the correlation between beer and diaper has been observed in supermarkets since many

young fathers would like to buy beers when they buy diapers for babies; however, beer and diaper belong to

two KTSs, between which there exist no connections. These missing connections may worsen the quality

of learned features and further afect the recommendation performance. Therefore, how to infer unknown

structures based on the partly-observed one is challenging.

• User preference learning from coarse-to-ine-grained levels hierarchically. Since the hierarchical

KTSs can reveal item functions in diferent granularity, capturing user preference at diferent granularities

can probably help the recommender systems understand user demands better. However, it is hard to

capture user interests from coarse-to-ine-grained levels hierarchically due to users’ direct connection with

items rather than nodes of KTSs in HIN. Therefore, how to leverage the hierarchical KTSs to capture user

preferences at diferent granularity is another critical challenge.

To address these two challenges mentioned above, in this paper, we proposed a solution named HIKE (short

for learning HIerarchical structure of Knowledge Graph for rEcommendation). Speciically, we irst propose to

implement relation-aware representation learning in the original space, as well as a supervision signal detection

module. We then propose a disentangled representation learning method, which can assign multiple embedding

for items in diferent disentangled spaces, which can relect item functions and user preferences at diferent

granularity. In addition, we propose a compound loss function to beneit the representation learning in the

original space from the disentangled latent spaces.

To summarize, the contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows.

• We take an early step of fully leveraging hierarchical knowledge tree structures to enhance the predictive

ability of KG-based recommender systems.

• We propose a supervised signal detection method with knowledge tree structures and a disentangling

representation learning method, accompanied by an additional supervision loss.

• We conduct experiments on two large-scale real-world datasets, and the results have shown the supe-

rior performance of our method compared with state-of-the-art approaches. Further ablation studies on

important designs of HIKE have demonstrated its efectiveness.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We irst formulate the studied problem in Section 2. We

then present our proposed method in Section 3. Extensive experiments are reported in Section 4, after which we

review important related works in Section 5. Last, we conclude the paper and discuss the future works in Section

6.

2 PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we formulate the problem solved in this paper by irst describing input data and an important

concept. Then, we formulate the problem for a clearer statement. Besides, we provide Table 1 to explain the

meaning of frequently used notations in this paper.

2.1 Knowledge Graph

A KG is usually composed of enormous KG triplets in the format of (ℎ, �, �), where ℎ, � indicate head entity

and tail entity, and � indicates the relation which connects them. Since KG can store real-world facts, common

sense, domain knowledge, etc., it is usually powerful and can help to enhance the explainability of recommender

systems. In this paper, we use the urban KG constructed in [23] to supplement item side information. Speciically,
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Table 1. Frequently used notations in this paper.

Notation Meaning

G,V, E The knowledge graph, its vertex set, and its node set

G′,V′, E′ The heterogeneous graph consisting of KG and the user-item bipartite graph, its vertex set, and its node set

U,I The user set and the item set

�, �, � (�), � (�) User �, item � , neighborhood of user � and neighborhood of item �

�, e
(� )
� , e

(� )
� The number of layers of the GNN model, user embedding in layer � and item embedding in layer �

C�,� , v�,� The �th cluster at level � and the corresponding cluster center

e�, e
�
� The original embedding of user � obtained from the GNN model, and its disentangled component at level �

e� , e
�
� The original embedding of item � obtained from the GNN model, and its disentangled component at level �

e
C�,�
� , e

C�,�
� Sub-vector of user � and item � obtained after projecting to cluster C�,�

�+� , �
−
� The positive/negative set containing all items user � has/hasn’t engaged with

L,L� ,L��� The total loss, the loss of the original space, and the loss of the disentangled space

L� The disentangled loss at level �

��,� , ��,C�,� Similarity score between user � and item � , similarity score between user � and cluster C�,�

let G = {V, E} indicate the KG, where E denotes the edge set containing all relations, andV indicates the nodes

set consisting of both head entities and tail entities of all KG triplets. In Fig. 2, we provide an illustration of the

deployed urban KG for a better explanation. Besides, following [10, 38], we also adopt inverse relations to form

new triplets. For instance, the KG stores the irst-level categorical information of item Quanjude via the relation

IsCate1Of in (Food, IsCate1Of,Quanjude), and the corresponding inverse relation Cate1 is related with the triplet

(Quanjude,Cate1, Food).

2.2 Bipartite Interaction Graph

To utilize the superior message-passing strategy of GNN when generating user embedding, we build the user-item

bipartite interaction graph. As Fig. 2 illustrates, edges between users and items exist if users have interacted

with those items historically. Let G� indicate the bipartite interaction graph, and let G� indicate the vertex set,

including all users and all items, while edges in G� indicate the interaction between users and items.

2.3 Knowledge Tree Structure

As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the knowledge tree structures (KTSs) mentioned in this paper indicate the tree structures

that relect domain knowledge. More speciically, for a �-level KTS, domain knowledge varies from coarse-grained

to ine-grained when its level changes from level 1 to level � . For instance, as for item KFC, it belongs to Food at

level 1, and belongs to American Food at level 3. Thus, each level of the correlated KTSs provides side information

about item KFC from the perspective of domain knowledge. Let �1, � indicate the �-th node of the �-level KTS at

the irst level. Similarly, �2, � and ��,� indicate the �th node of the second level and the �th level, respectively. In

this paper, we highlight the importance of KTSs in KG because the scarce user-item interaction data increases

the diiculty of obtaining high-quality feature vectors, while combining domain knowledge relected by KTSs at

all levels can alleviate the data sparsity problem.

2.4 Problem Formulation

As mentioned above, KTSs relect domain knowledge from the coarse-grained level to the ine-grained level.

To explore how recommender systems can beneit from KTSs, we aim to ind a hierarchy-based KG-enhanced

recommendation approach. Diferently, the word hierarchy in previous works [10, 34, 50] refers to the connectivity
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the user-item bipartite interaction graph and knowledge graph used in this paper (Best viewed in color).

As illustrated, the bipartite interaction graph shares the same items with the KG. Since items bridge the user-item bipartite

interaction graph and the KG, information propagation on the KG can also benefit the representation learning of users on

the bipartite interaction graph.

between nodes of the same path in heterogeneous information networks (HIN). We illustrate this major diference

in Fig. 1.

Given a dataset with� users and � items, letU indicate the user set and I indicate the item set. Then, let

�+� = {�1, �2, · · · , ��} denote user �’s positive item set, in which all items have been engaged with user �. Similarly,

�−� is used to indicate user �’s negative item set, consisting of items that user � has never engaged with. We

extend knowledge graph G to a heterogeneous graph G′ by adopting interaction between users and items as a

special relation �� . In other words, the interaction between user � and item � is represented as triplets (�, �� , �).

Therefore, the heterogeneous graph G′ = (V′, E′), whereV′ = V ∪U and E′ = E ∪ {�� }. Now, the problem to

solve is how to leverage the known KTSs in KG to improve KG-enhanced recommendation performance, which

utilizes information in HIN G′.

Input: G′ and KTSs in KG.

Output: Find a function � , which estimates how likely user � will engage with item � based on G′ and KTSs.

3 METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of understanding user interests and item functions at diferent granularity, we propose HIKE, an

end-to-end GNN-based model, which incorporates relation-aware knowledge graph embedding (KGE) and disen-

tangles user interests from coarse-grained granularity to ine-grained granularity to improve recommendation

performance. There are four important components in HIKE:

• Relation-aware Information Propagation Module. For the purpose of obtaining high-quality user

embedding and item embedding, we propose this module which passes the message over the extended

heterogeneous graph G′ in a relation-aware way.

• Supervision Signal Detection Module. We extract valuable supervision signals from KTSs through this

proposed module, which clusters entities at the same level among diferent KTSs. Later, the output clusters

ACM Transactions on Information Systems
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will be used as supervision signals to guide the representation learning process and help to alleviate the

data sparsity problem by leveraging the domain knowledge in KTSs.

• Disentangled Embedding Learning Module. In this module, we learn disentangled user embedding

and disentangled item embedding by leveraging the original embedding obtained from the relation-aware

information propagation module and the supervision signals from the supervision signal detection module.

• Compound Objective Function Module. Since both disentangled embedding and original embedding

are learned in our model, we design a compound objective function that leverages the optimization in the

disentangled spaces to assist the optimization in the original space.

3.1 Relation-aware Information Propagation

In KG-enhanced recommender systems, the implementation of KGE is critical. Speciically, since KG can help to

obtain high-quality user embedding and item embedding, the way of information extraction from KG can make a

big diference when choosing diferent information propagation mechanisms. Before deciding how to implement

KGE, we must take the following three aspects into consideration:

• how to deal with diferent relations during information propagation;

• how to aggregate passing messages from diferent neighbors;

• how to generate user embedding by utilizing KG.

Considering all these three aspects, we design a relation-aware information propagation mechanism, which

strengthens the inluence of diferent relations via relation-aware iltering during message passing. Besides, after

the relation-aware iltering, messages passed from diferent neighbors will be treated equally. Meanwhile, we

execute message passing on KG and user-item bipartite graph recursively to beneit the user representation

learning process.

3.1.1 Information Propagation over KG. Information propagation over KG can help to obtain item side

information, which is stored in KG triplets. Since items bridge the bipartite graph and the KG (illustrated in

Figure 2), the results of KGE will enhance the quality of user embedding implicitly and item embedding explicitly.

As illustrated in Figure 2, there exist diferent paths between the same node pairs. For instance, path A �1
�3
→ ��1,1

and path B �1
�4
→ ��2,1

�5
→ ��1,1 connect the same node pair (�1, ��1,1 ) on KG. Let � (�1) indicate item �1’s directly

connected neighborhood. Then, the passing message from � (�1) to �1 is computed as:

m�1←� (�1 ) = Mean (e� ⊙ e) , ∀� ∈ � (�1), (1)

where ⊙ indicates element-wise product, and entities in � (�1) exist in �1-relative KG triplets such as (�1, �� , �)

or (�, �� , �1). In this way, edges that indicate diferent relations are used as ilters, and message from diferent

neighbors is propagating in a relation-awaremethod. Thus, the inluence of diferent relations will be distinguished

during the information propagation process. In addition, as mentioned in Section 2, HIKE also adopts the inverse

relation when generating KG triplets, following [10, 36, 38].

In a �-layer HIKE model, information propagation is executed inside each layer. Embedding of �1 in layer � + 1

is computed from embedding of layer � as follows,

e
(�+1)
�1

= e
(� )
�1
+Mean

(

e� ⊙ e
(� )
�

)

, ∀� ∈ � (�1), � = 0, 1, · · · , � − 1, (2)

where the superscripts are used to distinguish the embedding of diferent layers. Therefore, by stacking layers,

message passing from multi-hop neighbors, such as m�1←��1,1
, will be achieved via m�1←��2,1

implicitly. In this way,

KGE in HIKE leverages both irst-order connectivities between directly connected neighbors and high-order

connectivity between multi-hop neighbors. Moreover, embedding with superscript (0) is generated by random

initialization in the beginning.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems
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Thus, after computing e
(0)
�1
, · · · , e

(� )
�1
, · · · , e

(�)
�1

in a �-layer HIKE model, the inal embedding of entity �1 in KG is

computed as:

e�1 =
1

� + 1

(

e
(0)
�1
+ e
(� )
�1
+ · · · + e

(�)
�1

)

. (3)

Additionally, relation embedding e� is irst initialized with small values. During training, it will be optimized

via gradient backward. Note that the embedding of entities in KG will be updated in GNN layer-by-layer, while

the embedding of relations is the same across all GNN layers.

Since inverse paths and inverse relations have been adopted, the embedding of all KG entities, such as e�1,1 , ec2,1 ,

etc., can be computed similarly. In addition, the embedding of all KG relations will be initialized randomly and

optimized during training.

Besides, attentive modules, such as the attentive combination of KG relations used in [38], and the attentive

weights used in [36], have not been deployed in our approach. This is reasonable because we can regard the

attention mechanism as an entangled operation, which attributes diferent weights to the passing messages from

diferent paths or diferent nodes. These attentive weights are obtained automatically during training, and the

combination is executed according to inexplicable reasons. Diferently, HIKE disentangles item functions and user

preferences with the help of KTSs. We will explain the detail in Section 3.3, in which explicable disentanglement

is implemented with the help of domain knowledge in KTSs. Further experimental results in Section 4 have also

demonstrated the efectiveness of the disentangled design.

3.1.2 Information Propagation over the Bipartite Interaction Graph. As mentioned above, information

propagation over the KG can help to learn more representative item embedding. Similarly, we implement user

representation learning by passing messages on the user-item bipartite graph. Compared with the KG, in which

multiple types of relations exist, there is only one relation, interaction, in the user-item bipartite graph (illustrated

in Fig. 2). Note that items bridge the KG and the bipartite graph. Therefore, after information propagation is

inished on KG, messages will be passed between items and users on the bipartite graph. That is, the obtained

item embedding (such as e�1 obtained following equation (3)) will be utilized to generate user embedding. Thus,

the item-side information stored in KG triplets can help to obtain more representative user embedding implicitly.

In addition, considering that there is only one edge type in the user-item bipartite graph, information propagation

between users and items is carried out without strengthening the edge inluence. Thus, in the � -th layer of HIKE,

it is computed as follows,

e
(� )
� = Mean(e

(�−1)
� ), � ∈ � (�), (4)

e
(� )
� = Mean(e

(�−1)
� ), � ∈ � (�), (5)

where � (�) and � (�) indicate directly connected items and users on the bipartite graph of user � and item � ,

respectively. Similar to equation (3), the embedding of a speciic user �1 user is computed as:

e�1 =

1

� + 1

(

e
(0)
�1
+ e
(� )
�1
+ · · · + e

(�)
�1

)

. (6)

Note that information propagation on the KG and propagation on the bipartite graph are executed alternatively

during training.

3.2 Supervision Signal Detection via KTSs

Supposing that there is an ideal situation in which suicient data and complete prior knowledge are available,

then representation learning will be easy and capable of capturing real user interests. However, the real situation

often sufers from data sparsity problems as well as incomplete domain knowledge. Therefore, how to mine

unknown knowledge from known information is critical and challenging. In this paper, we propose to leverage
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KTSs to ind supervision signals, according to which the representation learning process can beneit more from

the domain knowledge. Two main advantages of this design are listed as follows,

• Emphasizing the impact of known domain knowledge. Labels which relect domain knowledge are

usually sparse and expensive in most datasets. Therefore, how to make the best use of available labels is

signiicant. Compared with labels extracted from review data etc., the KTSs used in this paper are more

common in recommendation (e.g., the movie classiication information in e-commerce platforms). However,

previous works achieve KGE by focusing on KG triplets or KG paths, which can lead to underestimation of

the ine-to-coarse-grained hierarchical knowledge structures. In this paper, mining supervision signals

from KTSs can help us understand user interests and item functions at diferent levels, which increases the

robustness and avoids overitting to some extent during representation learning.

• Enhancing the similarity beyond KTSs. Available domain knowledge is incomplete in most cases.

Optimizing the desired user embedding and item embedding in perfect alignment with known domain

knowledge can lead to over-itting easily. Thus, the downstream tasks can only achieve sub-optimal

performance. To avoid the problem mentioned above, we form supervision signals from KTSs instead of

using KTSs directly. Further experiments have demonstrated the rationality of these supervision signals.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, supposing that several three-level KTSs (consisting of category information) are available,

we use �1,· to donate nodes of the coarse-grained classiied information at the irst level. Similarly, �2,· and �3,·
indicate nodes of the second level and the third level, respectively. Later, clustering is executed among nodes of

the same levels, respectively.

Once embedding of nodes in KTSs is accessible, we can obtain clusters at diferent levels by applying the

K-means algorithm [28]. Let C�,� , ��,� indicate the �th cluster and its cluster center at the �th level as:

C�,1, C�,·, C�,�� = K-means(e��,1 , e��,2 , · · · ), (7)

where �� indicates the cluster number at level � , and e��,· indicates embedding of KG entity ��,· at level 2 in KTSs.

Then, the representation of the corresponding cluster center is formulated as:

v�,� = ����(e��,· |∀���,· ∈ C�,� ). (8)

Since similar categories at the same level can be clustered into the same cluster, such as Tea and Cofee, the

results of clustering will be used as supervision signals during representation learning. More speciically, before

clustering, we only know a speciic item � belongs to category Cofee at level 3. After clustering, we now know

Cate3 of item � , Cofee belongs to some cluster C3,· , in which there are similar entities such as Tea at level 3.

Therefore, during representation learning, we irst try to ensure e� near to v3,· . In this way, the obtained embedding

can be more robust and can help the recommender systems ind user interests at diferent levels with respect to

the clusters at all levels. Besides, by combining the clustering results at all levels, we can reduce the noise from

inappropriate results of entity clustering.

Now, the only remaining problem is how to get the embedding of nodes in KTSs. Generally, any KGE approach

can generate the embedding of entities in KTSs. During experiments, we observed positive relation between model

performance and the quality of KGE. In this paper, we use pre-trained KGE results from KGIN [38]. Moreover,

members of each cluster at all levels are ixed during model training. Note that no pre-trained embedding will be

loaded into our model, but it is employed as supervision signals to generate disentangled user embedding and

item embedding. We will explain the detail in the next part.

Particularly, when remarkable semantic gaps exist in the meanings at the coarse-grained level, such as Computer

and Food, we will omit the entity clustering process and use the embedding of these nodes as cluster centers

directly.

Note that nodes in the same cluster might have diferent parent nodes. For instance, the leaf node Dumpling of

Chinese Food and the leaf node Hamburger might be found in the same cluster, which may contain other fast
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Fig. 3. Framework of HIKE (Best viewed in color). Model inputs are interaction data and KG (consisting KTSs). First, relation-

aware information propagation is executed within a GNN model. Meanwhile, supervision signals are detected leveraging

KTSs. Then, HIKE generates disentangled user embedding and item embedding utilizing the output of the GNN model and

the supervision signals. Besides, a compound objective function is employed, according to which the losses are computed

both in the original space and the disentangled space. Representations of items and users will be optimized based on the

gradients backward from the compound loss function. Finally, personalized recommendations will be implemented by ranking

the matching scores between users and items in the prediction period.

foods such as Pizza. Therefore, clusters obtained via KTSs can be regarded as supplementary supervision signals

and will beneit representation learning during optimization.

3.3 Disentangled Embedding Learning

Users and items deine each other via interaction data. Speciically, the similarity between users is usually

computed by the co-interact items in traditional collaborative iltering recommendation approaches. Likewise,

the similarity between items can be deined by users. Recently, with the help of KG, item-side information can be

explored and exploited to obtain high-quality user embedding and item embedding. Despite the efectiveness of

existing approaches, we ind that the efects of hierarchical KTSs could be underestimated. Most importantly,

previous works ignore the information hidden in the hierarchical structures. In Figure 4(a), we illustrate an

object consisting of three cylinders, together with its three-view drawing. In cases where information about

the object is unknown or incomplete, its three-view drawing can help us recover it. Similarly, the motivation of

computing disentangled components of items and users can help to obtain high-quality embedding in the original

space. To be speciic, interactions between users and items are usually sparse, which makes learning high-quality

representations challenging. Facing the challenge mentioned above, we irst leverage the domain knowledge in
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Fig. 4. A toy model to illustrate the efects of disentangled representation learning (Best viewed in color). In Fig. 4 (a), we

illustrate the three-view drawing of an object, consisting of three cylinders. In circumstances when the object is unknown,

its three-view drawing can help us recover it. It is similar to representation learning. Given suficient data, accurate and

explicable representations of users and items can be guaranteed easily. However, the observed data in the real world can

always be sparse, which increases the dificulty of obtaining high-quality embedding greatly. To cope with this problem, we

project each item to domain knowledge according to KTSs from the coarse-grained level to the fine-grained level. In Fig. 4 (b),

we use gray dots to denote the disentangled components in the projection space. Since the cluster of each item’s categories

is fixed, HIKE tries to keep the disentangled components near their corresponding cluster centers during training.

KTSs to form three sub-spaces. Then, we project each item to these sub-spaces, and similarity retaining in these

sub-spaces is highlighted. Ultimately, we ind that the quality of embedding learning in the original space can be

enhanced via embedding learning in the sub-spaces, which helps to alleviate the data sparsity problem. We will

explain how to obtain disentangled embedding of users and items in this Section as follows.

3.3.1 Disentangled item encoder. KGE can be regarded as a process of information fusion, during which

item embedding is obtained by aggregating information from KTSs-relevant knowledge (e.g., nodes at all levels)

and KTSs-irrelevant knowledge (brand, etc.). For the purpose of guiding the representation learning with known

domain knowledge, we disentangle item embedding to all levels with respect to the KTSs. Briely, a disentangled

item encoder is designed, whose output is feature vectors that relect item functions at each level from the

perspective of KTSs. Taking item �1 as an example, we irst project e�1 to each level via the associated category

entity ���,1 as follow,

ê��1 = �
(

e�1 ⊙ e��,1
)

⊙ e�1 + e�1 , � = 1, 2, 3, (9)

where � indicates the sigmoid function, e��,1 indicates the category entity that connects with item �1 at level � .

The operation in equation (9) can be treated as a ilter, which ampliies relation information at the corresponding

dimensions. After passing this ilter, dimensions close to entity ���,1 at level � will be strengthened by the

non-linear transformation.

Then, the disentangled component e��1 of �1 at level � will be generated by two steps. Firstly, we project ê��1 to

all cluster centers v�,· at level � as follows,

e
C�,�
�1

= ê��1 ⊙ v�,� , � = 1, 2, 3, � = 1, · · · , �� , (10)

where e
C�,�
�1

denotes the projected component of �1 to cluster C�,� at the �-th level, and �� indicates the cluster

number of the �th level. In other words, cluster centers v�,1, v�,2, · · · , v�,�� , which are obtained in Section 3.2, are

utilized as a group of bases. We think the projection vector e
C�,�
�1

relects the functional correlation between item
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�1 and cluster C�,� to some extent, and HIKE is proposed to ind the true correlation between �1 and all clusters at

all levels during training.

After obtaining {e
C�,1
�1

, e
C�,2
�1

, · · · , e
C�,��
�1
} at each level, then, the disentangled components of �1 w.r.t three-level

KTSs are computed as:

edis�1
=

({

e
C1,1
�1
, · · · , e

C1,�1
�1

}

,
{

e
C2,1
�1
, · · · , e

C2,�2
�1

}

,
{

e
C3,1
�1
, · · · , e

C3,�3
�1

})

. (11)

During the disentangled representation learning process, we will not concatenate feature vectors generated from

diferent clusters or combine them via functions to aggregate information immediately. Every single component

at all levels will beneit due to the optimization process by computing pairwise loss with its corresponding

component non-linearly, respectively.

Besides, for simplicity, we represent the disentangled components of item �1 in the following part as:

e����1
=

(

e1�1 , e
2
�1
, e3�1

)

, (12)

where e��1 actually indicates a group of �1’s disentangled components at level � corresponding to all clusters C�,�
at level � .

The obtained disentangled components in e����1
can help to reveal user interests from the coarse-grained level

to the ine-grained level, which will be demonstrated with further experiments in Section 4.5.

3.3.2 Disentangled user encoder. Similarly, disentangled user embedding is generated via a disentangled

user encoder. Considering the fact that user-side information, such as user hobbies, category preferences, etc., is

hard to collect in practice, the disentangled user encoder is designed by directly projecting user embedding to

obtained cluster centers at each level. To be speciic, for user �1, the disentangled component e��1
at level � is

computed based on e
C�,�
�1

, which is computed as:

eC
�,�

�1
= e�1 ⊙ vk,j, � = 1, 2, 3, � = 1, · · · , �� . (13)

Similar to equation (12), we use the following equation to indicate disentangled components of user �1 at three

levels as follows:

e����1
=

(

e1�1
, e2�1

, e3�1

)

, (14)

where the disentangled component e��1
at level � is:

e��1
=

{

e
C�,1
�1

, · · · , e
C�,��
�1

}

, � = 1, 2, 3. (15)

Once obtaining the disentangled components of users and items, we’ll show how these disentangled components

can help representation learning in the original space in the following part.

3.4 Compound Objective Function

To optimize the proposed model both in the disentangled embedding spaces and in the original space, we

propose a compound objective function. Utilizing this specially designed objective function, the embedding of

the disentangled spaces will help to optimize the embedding of the original space.

3.4.1 Optimization. During the optimization process, we use the widely adopted Bayesian personalized ranking

(BPR) loss [32] to compute losses in a pairwise way. Speciically, for each positive user-item pair (�, �+), we

randomly sample a negative item �− from negative set �−� , where �
+
� /�
−
� indicates item set that user � has/hasn’t

interacted with historically. Therefore, let O = {(�, �+, �−) |� ∈ U, �+ ∈ �
+
�
, �− ∈ �

−
� } denote the triplet set, in

which a triplet consists of an already-interacted user-item pair and a never-engaged item from random negative

sampling. Then, given O, BPR loss is computed as follows,
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Fig. 5. Loss computation in a disentangled way. The proposed compound objective function computes loss both in the original

space and in the disentangled spaces at all levels. Specifically, taking level 2 as an example, we illustrate how disentangled

loss is obtained in the let half of the figure. Similar operations are executed at level 1 and level 3.

LBPR = −
︁

(�,�+,�− ) ∈O

ln� (e�� e�+ − e
�
� e�− ). (16)

Actually, gradients propagating backward according to BPR loss will push user � and positive item �+ closer

in the embedding space while pulling away negative item �− from user �. In this paper, we design a compound

loss function, which leverages the optimization in disentangled spaces at all levels to help the optimization in

the original space. To be speciic, as illustrated in Figure 5, the total disentangled loss L��� is computed of the

disentangled loss L� at all levels as follow,

L���
= L1 + L2 + L3, (17)

where the disentangled loss L� is computed as:

L���
�

= −
1

��

︁

(�,�+,�− ) ∈O

ln� (e
C�,�
�

�
e
C�,�
�+ − e

C�,�
�

�
e
C�,�
�− ), � = 1, 2, 3, � = 1, · · · , �� . (18)

In other words, the pairwise BPR loss is computed among the disentangled components, which correspond

to the same cluster of triplet (�, �+, �−), respectively. For the purpose of distinguishing losses computed in the

disentangled spaces and the original space, we replace L��� with L� when referring to losses in the original

space.

Therefore, the proposed compound loss L of HIKE is computed as:

L = L� + L��� + � | |Θ| |22, (19)

where Θ = {e�, e� , e� |� ∈ U, � ∈ V, �� ∈ E}. Note that the V and E here are the node set and edge set of

the knowledge graph, including all items. Therefore, the embedding of users and items can be optimized by

minimizing loss L.

3.4.2 Prediction. As illustrated in Fig. 3, personalized recommendation content generation is based on the

representations of users and items. To be speciic, we explain how candidate set ��
� of length � is generated for a

speciic user � as follows. Firstly, the estimation score ��� will be computed between user � and item �,∀� ∈ �−� .

Following [10, 36, 38], we calculate the inner product between e� and the embedding of all his/her un-interacted

items as follows:
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Table 2. Statistics of Beijing Dataset and Shanghai Dataset

Dataset
User-Item Interaction Knowledge Graph

#Users #Items #Interactions #Entities #Relations #Triplets

Beijing 29,992 27,685 219,402 31,900 16 366,730

Shanghai 25,819 40,529 198,679 44,910 16 538,356

��,� = e�� e� , ∀� ∈ U,∀� ∈ I . (20)

Then, we rank all the calculated scores, and C� is obtained by taking out the top � items in order.

3.4.3 Time Complexity Analysis. The time cost during model training mainly results from two parts: (1) the

relation-aware information propagation process in the GNN model; (2) the supervision signal detection process.

As for the irst part, the time complexity of information propagation over the bipartite interaction graph

is � (� |G� |�), where � indicates the number of GNN layers, |G� | indicates the number of interactions in the

user-item bipartite graph, and � denotes the dimension of user embedding. Similarly, the time cost of information

propagation over KG is � (� |G|�), where |G| denotes the number of triplets in KG.

As for the second part, it depends on pre-trained KGE approaches. Additionally, the time cost of the K-means

algorithm also contributes to the time complexity of HIKE. However, we only need to run the pre-trained KGE

algorithm one time for each dataset. In other words, once pre-training is done, it will never add any extra

time-consuming in model training. Besides, the time cost of K-means is negligible for two main reasons. First,

K-means is deployed to run only one time with preset cluster numbers at all levels of KTSs before model training.

If the number of cluster numbers at each level remains unchangeable, no extra time is required during model

training. Second, the time complexity of K-means, � ( |� |) (|� | is the number of entities in KTSs), is pretty small.

Taking Beijing dataset as an example, the number of KG triples is more than 366 thousand, while the number of

entities in KTSs is less than 400.

Since the pre-trained process will not increase the time costs of each training epoch, the total time complexity of

each training epoch is� (� |G� |� +�G|�). When ixing embedding size, the time complexity of HIKE is comparable

to it of KGIN [38] and it of KGAT [36].

4 EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the efectiveness and interpretability of our proposed HIKE, we have conducted extensive experiments

to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does HIKE perform when compared with state-of-the-art approaches?

• RQ2: Since the proposed objective function consists of loss computation in the disentangled space, is it an

efective design?

• RQ3: How much do important designs (e.g., the number of clusters, the depth of HIKE, etc.) impact model

performance?

• RQ4: Can HIKE shed light on understanding user interests and provide insights into explicable disentan-

glement?

4.1 Experiment Setings

4.1.1 Datasets. In this paper, we use two real-world datasets, the Beijing dataset and the Shanghai dataset, which

have been collected by Tencent Map 1 with user authorization. Moreover, we ilter out items that have interacted

1https://map.qq.com/
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with less than 10 unique users and users who have engaged with no more than 5 unique items. Detailed statistics

of these two datasets are summarized in Table 2. During the experiments, we split the whole dataset into the

training set, validation set, and testing set by the ratio of 7 : 1 : 2. We train the model on the training set and

evaluate the model performance on the validation set. Once overitting is detected on the validation set, an early

stop will be triggered, and the training process will be ended.

4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. Metrics used in the evaluation period for personalized recommendation tasks should

assess model performance from three aspects: 1) how accurate the candidate sets are on average; 2) how many

users can be hit by the personalized candidate sets; 3) from the perspective of ranking, how accurate the candidate

sets are. Considering all those three aspects, we choose the following widely adopted metrics [21, 44]: recall, hit

ratio (HR), and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) to access model performance after generating

candidate set T�� with length � for each user. More speciically, let Test� denote positive items of user � in the

testing set, and | · | indicate the size of the intersection set T�� ∩ Test� , then model performance evaluated by

recall is computed as:

Recall@� =

︁

�∈U

|T�� ∩ Test� |

|U|
. (21)

Moreover, let indicating function ✶( |T�� ∩ Test� |) equal 1 when the intersection is not empty otherwise 0. Then,

model performance HR@� is computed as:

HR@� =

︁

�∈U

✶( |T�� ∩ Test� |)

|U|
. (22)

Thus, the larger Recall@� is, the more accurate the recommendation contents are on average; the bigger HR@�

is, the more users are hit by the recommender systems.

Besides, to compute NDCG@�, we irst compute the ideal discounted cumulative grain (iDCG) for user

�,∀� ∈ U as follows,

iDCG@� =

��� (�, |Test� | )
︁

�=1

1

log2 (� + 1)
, (23)

which quantify the ideal candidate set when T� = Test� from the perspective of ranking. Then we evaluate the

ranking accuracy of the generated candidate set T� by computing:

DCG@� =

�︁

�=1

✶(T�� [�] ∈ Test�)
1

log2 (� + 1)
, (24)

where the indicating function ✶(T�� [�] ∈ Test�) equals 1 when the �th item of candidate set T� also exists in

Test�� , otherwise 0.

Then, model performance evaluated by NDCG@� is computed as:

NDGC@n =

︁

�∈U

iDCG@�/DCG@�

|U|
. (25)

In this way, the ranking accuracy of candidate sets of all users will be evaluated by metric NDCG. Besides, we

ixed the length of the candidate set as � = 20 as previous works [10, 36] do in all assessments. To guarantee

accurate comparison, we rank all items rather than generating a sampled set for all users [21].
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4.1.3 Baselines. We compare the performance of our HIKE with six state-of-the-art approaches. These baselines

can be roughly classiied into two groups: interaction-based approaches [16, 32, 37] and KG-enhanced approaches

[10, 36, 38]. These approaches also include a disentangled model [38], and a very recently published hierarchy-

aware model [10].

• MF-BPR [32] This model leverages user-item interaction and treats item recommendation as a matrix comple-

tion task. It computes pairwise loss to optimize the embedding of both users and items. However, this model

only considers irst-order connectivity on the user-item bipartite graph.

• NGCF [37] This approach implements collaborative iltering on a GNN model. Thus, collaborative signals can

be captured from both irst-order connectivity and high-order connectivity when the message is propagating

on the user-item bipartite graph. Moreover, nonlinear activation functions and transformation matrices are

utilized when learning user embedding and item embedding.

• LGN [16] This is also a GNN-based model, which simpliies nonlinear activation function and transformation

matrices used in traditional GNN-based models. After this simpliication, the representative embedding of users

and items can be learned via linear transformations, leveraging both irst-order connectivity and high-order

connectivity.

• KGAT [36] This is a KG-enhanced recommendation approach, which recursively propagates embedding on

the user-item bipartite graph and KG. An attention mechanism is also employed to discriminate the inluence

of diferent neighbors. Compared with KG recommendation approaches which design regularization terms or

path extraction rules manually, it exploits high-order paths in an end-to-end fashion elegantly.

• KGIN [38] This is a state-of-the-art KG-enhanced recommendation method which exploits user intents

behind user-item interactions. User intents are interpreted from the perspective of attentive KG relations, and

independence between diferent intents are guaranteed by regularization term, such as calculating mutual

information between diferent intents.

• HAKG [10] This is a GNN-based KG enhanced recommendation model, which learns high-quality user

embedding and item embedding in the hyperbolic space. The underlying hierarchical structure in KG can be

better learned via its proposed angle constraint and dual item embedding design.

4.1.4 Hyper-parameter Setings. We have implemented HIKE in Pytorch. Following [10, 38], we ix the embedding

size of users and items to 64 for HIKE and all baselines. Moreover, to keep the performance comparison fair,

we use Adam [20] optimizer and Xiaver [14] initialization for all models. During experiments, the learning rate

is tuned among {1�−4, 1�−3, 1�−2}, and regularization term, such as � is searched in {1�−5, 1�−4, 1�−3} for all

methods. Moreover, layer number is tuned among 1, 2, 3 for GNN-based methods, following [30, 38, 47]. As for

batch size, we set 1024 for all approaches. In addition, the number of user intents in KGIN is set to 4 in our

experiments, following the best setting published in [38].

4.2 Performance Comparison (RQ1)

We report the performance comparison in Table 3, where the performance of the strongest baseline is presented

in an underline format, and the best performance is in bold font with a superscript star. From these experimental

results, we can draw the following conclusions:

• HIKE outperforms all baselines across the two real-world datasets in all cases. Speciically, HIKE

outperforms KGIN, the strongest baseline, by 39.68% and 9.69% w.r.t. Recall@20 in the Beijing dataset and

Shanghai dataset, respectively. Meanwhile, HIKE achieves notable improvements in the case of HR@20 by

44.52% on the Beijing dataset. These results have demonstrated the superiority of our HIKE. We ascribe

these performance improvements to two major reasons: (1) Beneiting from the supervision signals, the data

sparsity problem is alleviated since domain knowledge is highlighted during representation learning. (2) By

disentangling user interests and item functions in a hierarchical way, HIKE learns more representative user
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Table 3. Overall performance comparison on two datasets.

Beijing Dataset Shanghai Dataset

Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20 Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20

MF-BPR 0.01654 0.00216 0.03880 0.06092 0.02249 0.37534

NGCF 0.01478 0.00752 0.03576 0.03491 0.02387 0.22995

LGN 0.01331 0.00156 0.03081 0.05516 0.02054 0.35513

KGAT 0.02083 0.01905 0.04986 0.07139 0.02927 0.42864

HAKG 0.03134 0.01614 0.07396 0.05671 0.04098 0.32546

KGIN 0.04763 0.02464 0.11252 0.09444 0.07203 0.51966

HIKE 0.06653∗ 0.03561∗ 0.15473∗ 0.10359∗ 0.07258∗ 0.55474∗

%Imp. 39.68% 44.52% 37.51% 9.69% 0.76% 6.75%

embedding and item embedding, which helps it understand user preferences better. Thus, in the prediction

period, HIKE generates more satisfying candidate sets for each user.

• Disentangled representation learning is powerful. For instance, HIKE and KGIN outperform HAKG and

KGAT by more than 30% on average in all cases. We ascribe the performance improvement to the disentangled

representation learning in HIKE and KGIN. Since disentanglement can help to distinguish impacts from diferent

factors during decision-making, it can result in better representation learning. Thus, downstream tasks, such

as personalized recommendations, can beneit from disentanglement.

• Explicable disentanglement is efective. Speciically, KGIN learns inexplicable disentangled user intents via an

attentive module, which combines relations in KG attentively. In contrast, our proposed HIKE, disentangles

user interests and item functions according to domain knowledge hierarchically. As reported in Table 3, HIKE

outperforms KGIN by 39.68% and 9.69%. Thus, the disentanglement in HIKE is more explicable. Compared

with KGIN, HIKE outperforms it signiicantly in most cases. We attribute this performance improvement to

the explicable disentanglement based on domain knowledge. These experimental results have revealed the

importance of interpretability in recommender systems.

• The proposed KTSs-based design is efective. Compared with HAKG, which utilizes the hyperbolic space

to capture the hierarchical structure (illustrated in Fig. 1(b)), our proposed method enhances the hierarchical

structure in KTSs (illustrated in Fig. 1(a)), and outperforms HAKG at all cases signiicantly. These results

suggest the efectiveness of our proposed KTSs-based design. Besides, HAKG doesn’t outperform KGIN as

reported in [10], and we ascribe this to diferences between datasets.

• KG can help to alleviate the data sparsity problem. We observe that KG-enhanced recommendation

approaches, HIKE, KGIN, HAKG, and KGAT consistently outperform KG-free approaches in all cases on the

Beijing dataset by more than 20%, while they outperform KG-free methods in most cases on Shanghai dataset.

We attribute these performance improvements to the side information stored in KG.

4.3 Ablation Study (RQ2)

To evaluate the efectiveness of our proposed KTSs-based disentanglement, we have conducted two experiments:

(1) Implementing HIKE with disentangled representation learning at all levels via computing disentangled loss

L��� , and we termed it as HIKE�/L��� ; (2) Implementing HIKE with disentanglement at level � via reserving

disentangled loss L� only, and we term it as HIKE�/L� , � = 1, 2, 3. Relative experimental results are reported in

Table 4. In addition, hyper-parameters of HIKE are ixed to the best values reported in Section 4.4. Compared the

results from the ablation study with our proposed HIKE, we have drawn the following conclusions:
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Table 4. Impact of KTSs-based disentanglement. HIKE�/�L��� indicates the experiment implemented without disentangled

loss at all levels, and HIKE�/L�
indicate the experiment implemented with loss in the original space and disentangled loss

at level � (� = 1, 2, 3).

Beijing Dataset Shanghai Dataset

Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20 Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20

HIKE�/�L��� 0.04769 0.02437 0.11239 0.09498 0.07227 0.52121

HIKE�/L1
0.04562 0.02267 0.10804 0.09701 0.07101 0.53375

HIKE�/L2
0.05218 0.02499 0.12225 0.09707 0.06725 0.53654

HIKE�/L3
0.04348 0.02105 0.10299 0.09518 0.07093 0.52806

HIKE 0.06653 0.03561 0.15473 0.10359 0.07258 0.55474

• Our proposed KTSs-based disentanglement is efective, which suggests the rationality of highlighting

the importance of KTSs in KG. To be speciic, compared with HIKE�/�L� �� , we observe 40% performance

improvements on the Beijing dataset and 5% on Shanghai dataset averagely after deployed with the KTSs-based

disentangled representation learning. These obvious performance improvements support that utilizing KTSs

hierarchically can signiicantly supplement the feature extraction process based on KG and interaction data.

• Reserving disentanglement at a speciic level only cannot lead to performance improvements in

all cases. Speciically, we ind that single disentanglement can improve model performance mostly on the

Shanghai dataset but lead to performance degradation slightly in most cases on the Beijing dataset. We ascribe

these observations to two major reasons: (i) Although disentangled representation learning process can help

to obtain better user embedding and item embedding, we cannot ignore the impacts from diferent levels. In

other words, we think the supervision signals found at diferent levels supplement each other. Combining

all supervision signals of diferent hierarchies together, the disentangled representation learning can help

the original representation learning. Otherwise, leveraging supervision signals at a speciic level only might

mislead the feature learning, even lead to overitting in the original space due to incomplete domain knowledge;

(ii) We attribute the performance variations to diferences between Beijing dataset and Shanghai dataset when

deploying disentanglement at a single level only.

4.4 Hyper-parameter Study (RQ3)

In this Section, we conduct experiments to observe the impacts of three important hyper-parameters in model

design: learning rate, number of layers, and number of supervision signals. To obtain convincing experimental

results, we only tuned the investigated hyper-parameter and ixed other hyper-parameters to the best values.

Speciically, the best value of � in equation (19) is 1�−5. In the following part, we report the corresponding results

when tuning other important hyper-parameters.

4.4.1 The impact of learning rate. The learning rate is an important hyper-parameter since an inappropriate

selection can result in severe performance collapse. Therefore, we tune learning rate among {1�−2, 1�−3, 1�−4}. In

Table 5, we report the performance of HIKE trained with diferent learning rates. From the reported experimental

results, we have observed that 1�−4 is the best value of the learning rate on both datasets.

4.4.2 The impact of model depth. The number of layers � is an important hyper-parameter for GNN-based

models. In this paper, we search for the best value of � in {1, 2, 3}. Let HIKE-� indicate a HIKE model with �

layer(s). We report performance of HIKE-1, HIKE-2, and HIKE-3 in Table 6. As Table 6 has shown, we observe

that HIKE-3 outperforms HIKE-2 and HIKE-1 signiicantly due to the third-order connectivity being captured

additionally. For a similar reason, HIKE-2 outperforms HIKE-1 as well.
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Table 5. The impact of learning rate.

Beijing Dataset Shanghai Dataset

Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20 Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20

lr= 1�−2 0.02636 0.01456 0.06320 0.08890 0.06593 0.50703

lr= 1�−3 0.03302 0.01688 0.07954 0.09716 0.06912 0.53852

lr= 1�−4 0.06653 0.03561 0.15473 0.10359 0.07258 0.55474

Table 6. The impact of model depth.

Beijing Dataset Shanghai Dataset

Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20 Recall@20 NDCG@20 HR@20

HIKE-1 0.02383 0.01138 0.05668 0.08040 0.05422 0.47763

HIKE-2 0.06303 0.03165 0.14905 0.08822 0.05911 0.50889

HIKE-3 0.06653 0.03561 0.15473 0.10359 0.07258 0.55474

For GNN-based models, increasing the number of layers can help to capture higher-order connectivity on

the graph during information propagation and information aggregation periods, which is consistent with our

observations. We attribute the performance improvements of stacking layers in HIKE to two main reasons:

• During the information propagation process, higher-order connectivity collaborative signals can be captured

on the user-item bipartite graph via layer stacking. In this way, user embedding and item embedding will be

more representative; thus, the prediction process will be more representative.

• Information stored in longer KG paths will also be learned on KG. In the Beijing dataset and Shanghai dataset,

the length of KG paths often varies from 1 to 3. Due to this characteristic of datasets, increasing the number of

layers from 1 to 3 can exactly help our HIKE capture higher-order connectivity on KG. Besides, increasing

layer numbers will beneit the information propagation on the user-item bipartite graph since items bridge the

bipartite graph and the KG.

4.4.3 The impact of cluster numbers. As explained in Section 3.2, entity clustering at the same level is utilized,

and the output clusters as well as the cluster centers are treated as supervision signals to further implement

disentanglement during representation learning. In other words, the number of clusters at level � is exactly the

number of supervision signals �� at level � during disentangled representation learning. Therefore, �� is an

important hyper-parameter, which can afect the quality of disentangled embedding obviously. For the purpose of

showing how much model performance is inluenced by hyper-parameter �� , � = 1, 2, 3, we conduct experiments

and report model performance when �3 ranges among {20, 30, 40, 50} in Fig. 6. As for �1 and �2, we ix them to

the number of entities at level 1 and level 2, respectively. This setting is reasonable since apparent semantic gaps

can be observed among nodes at the irst level as well as nodes at the second level. Therefore, these nodes are

treated as independent cluster centers when generating disentangled user embedding and disentangled item

embedding.

In Fig. 6, we use red line, green line, blue line, and the corresponding color of axes to distinguish model

performance at Recall@20, NDCG@20, and HR@20, respectively. On the Beijing dataset and Shanghai dataset,

we have observed �3 = 30 is the best value. Moreover, we ind that �3 with a large value as well as a small value

can lead to performance degradation on both datasets. We ascribe these experimental results to the following

reasons: (1) a large �3 can result in similar nodes in diferent clusters, and (2) a small �3 can lead to dissimilar
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Fig. 6. Impact of the number of supervision signals. In Fig. (a) and Fig. (b), we use the red line, green line, and blue line to

indicate model performance at Recall@20, NDCG@20 and HR@20, respectively.

Table 7. Traning data of randomly-selected user �20305 in Shanghai Dataset.

Item Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

Shanghai Disneyland Leisure Sport Outdoor Recreation Amusement Park

Plaza66 Shopping Integrated Shopping Mall Shopping: Integrated Shopping Mall

FLASK Leisure Sport KTV & Bar &Tea Room & Cinema Bar

Asakusa 6-chome Dining Japanese & Korean Cuisine Japanese Cuisine

Shangsheng New Institute Shopping Commercial Pedestrian Street Shopping: Commercial Pedestrian Street

Oji cocktail & whisky Leisure Sport KTV & Bar &Tea Room & Cinema Bar

Blackbird Dining Western Food Other Western Food

Shanghai World Expo Museum Travel & Vacation Cultural Venues Museum

THE UNION TRADING CO Leisure Sport KTV & Bar &Tea Room & Cinema Bar

nodes in the same cluster. Thus, the reliability of supervision signals at level 3 will be reduced, which can lead to

sub-optimal representation learning and worse recommendation performance ultimately.

4.5 Case Study (RQ4)

As reported in Table 3, our HIKE outperforms all state-of-the-art approaches signiicantly, which has demonstrated

the superiority of HIKE from the perspective of performance improvement. Besides, we will show the powerful

interpretability of HIKE using a detailed example in this Section. First, we randomly selected user �20305 from

the Shanghai dataset. Then we analyzed the similarity between disentangled components of �20305 and their

corresponding clusters in three levels. Speciically, we compute similarity score �
C�,�
�20305

between user �20305 and

cluster C�,� at level � as follows,

��20305,C�,� = e
C�,�
�20305
·v�,� , � = 1, 2, 3, � = 1, · · · , �� , (26)

where · indicates inner product.

As introduced in Section 4.4.3, nodes’ embedding of the irst level and nodes’ embedding of the second level

are used as cluster centers directly due to large semantic gaps. Thus, obtaining similarity scores in the irst

level and the second level will relect how closely user behaviors are tied with Cate1 entities and Cate2 entities.

During experiments, we observe that the most correlated Cate1 entity and Cate2 entity of �20305 are Shopping

and Integrated Shopping Mall . Correspondingly, when looking up the detailed training data of �20305 in Table 7,

we ind that user interests have been captured at the irst level and the second level.
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Moreover, with respect to the third level, the most relevant cluster is C3,18. More speciically, C3,18 contains

only one Cate3 entity, Private Kitchens, which has never appeared in the training data. When we go to check

the testing data of �20305, we ind that item Liangsheyeyan, whose Cate3 is Private Kitchens exactly, has been

interacted by this user. The results of these analyses above actually have demonstrated the capability of our HIKE

in learning explicable disentangled components, as well as predicting users’ future interactions. The supervised

signals from underlying structures (generated as Section 4.4.3 describes) do beneit the representation learning in

disentangled spaces and the original space.

Note that the most frequently engaged Cate1 Leisure Sport and Cate2 ���&���&�������&������ are not

identical as the most correlated Cate1 entity and Cate2 entity of user �20305. This diference can also explain why

equipped with a single disentangled component can not bring in notable performance improvement (reported in

Table 4). Thus, we want to clarify the importance of leveraging the supervision signals at diferent levels together.

In other words, although the obtained disentangled components of a speciic user may fail to model his/her

interests with extreme accuracy, combining them together can reduce noise during the representation learning

process, as well as guarantee gains in downstream tasks.

5 RELATED WORK

5.1 KG-Enhanced Recommendation

KGs could store a lot of real-world facts, common sense, or domain knowledge in the form of triplets, consisting

of a head entity, a tail entity, and a relation that connects them. Therefore, in recommendation tasks, item side

information (e.g., category, brand) could be used to construct a KG, which helped to alleviate the sparsity problem

and increased the explicability of recommender systems. In the last few years, KG-enhanced recommendation

approaches have been widely explored and demonstrated their superiority [4, 12, 19, 38, 42]. During the literature

review, we found that there were two critical problems when incorporating KG into recommender systems: how

to achieve KGE during representation learning and how to distill information from the obtained embedding of

KG entities to beneit the downstream tasks.

As for the irst problem, the way to implement KGE in existing works could be roughly categorized into

two groups: the embedding-based approaches and the path-based approaches. Speciically, embedding-based

approaches [3, 18, 22, 43] focused on reserving the similarity of KG triplets in the embedding space. Despite their

efectiveness, only irst-order connectivity on the KG was leveraged in those translation models. Due to this

major drawback, they cannot obtain high-quality embedding. Thus, the downstream tasks could only achieve

sub-optimal performance. In contrast, path-based KGE approaches [2, 9, 13, 15] took high-order connectivity into

consideration. By manually extracting paths in KG, they could utilize both the irst-order connectivity and the

high-order connectivity during the KGE process. In this way, the obtained embedding of KG entities was usually

more representative and could introduce signiicant gains into downstream tasks.

In summary, recommendation approaches [1, 4, 35, 45, 48], which incorporated KGE in an embedding-based

way, shared the shortcoming of losing information in longer KG paths. Meanwhile, previous works such as

[5, 17, 27, 33, 40] that implemented KGE in a path-based way, were efective but rely on the quality of manual

path extraction.

Recently, beneiting from graph neural networks [11], we could implement KGE into recommender systems in

an end-to-end paradigm [8, 19, 26, 29, 36, 38, 42], considering both kinds of similarities in KG triplets and similarity

among KG paths. Speciically, information propagation on KG could be implemented in a path-based manner by

stacking layers in a GNNmodel without manually deining rules for path extraction. Moreover, since items bridged

the KG and the user-item bipartite graph, information propagation on the heterogeneous graph could beneit the

user feature learning process naturally. Typically, CKAN [42] used a heterogeneous information propagation

strategy on the KG and the bipartite graph, and KGAT [36] recursively executed information propagation on
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these two graphs and learned attentive weights for diferent neighbors during information aggregation. Moreover,

KGIN [38] strengthened the inluence of diferent relations in KG paths and utilized a relational-aware information

propagation strategy. However, despite the efectiveness of these works, they paid less attention to leveraging

the hierarchical KTSs in KG, which relected domain knowledge from the coarse-grained level to the ine-grained

level. To deal with the underestimation of the impacts of KTSs in existing methods, we have proposed a KTS-based

recommendation approach and found that by highlighting the importance of KTSs, more representative user

embedding and item embedding could be obtained in the representation learning process.

5.2 Disentangled Representation Learning for Recommendation

Disentangled representation learning originated from the computer vision area. Soon it demonstrated its su-

periority after being deployed into recommender systems, in which embedding was learned separately due

to diferent factors. This success was not surprising, as decoupling diferent factors during feature extraction

could provide recommender systems with a better understanding of user proiles or item features. Once more

representative feature learning was achieved, the accuracy of the matching stage and ranking stage could be

improved easily. Thus, more accurate candidate sets were obtained and provided to users. For instance, Dis-

enGCN [24] designed a neighborhood routing strategy, according to which neighborhoods connected due to

diferent factors would be clustered into diferent groups during training. Moreover, disentangled components

corresponding to diferent factors were learned separately under this routing strategy. Meanwhile, theoretical

proof, together with extensive empirical results, have been provided in [24] to evaluate the model performance.

Subsequently, [25] and [39] proposed disentangled presentation learning approaches, following the paradigm of

learning disentangled components for diferent factors. More speciically, [25] achieved macro disentanglement

between diferent components as well as micro disentanglement among diferent dimensions of one component

via variational inference; [39] implemented disentanglement via an independence regularization term, which

guaranteed user-intents behind disentangled components were not identical. Despite their efectiveness, we

found that disentangled components in these methods lacked convincing semantic meanings. In other words, the

number of disentangled components was decided by parameter tuning, and the meaning of diferent components

could be either missing or requiring a lot of artiicial interpretation. Afterward, [49] proposed a two-factor

disentangled approach, in which two explicable components (popularity of items and user preferences) have

been decoupled by using a specially-designed sampling strategy. Meanwhile, [38] proposed a KG-enhanced

disentangled model, which decoupled diferent user intents via learning diferent attentive KG-relation weights.

In addition, [41] implemented disentangled embedding of users and items via leveraging diferent meta paths in

KG. Diferently, in this paper, we have proposed a disentangled representation learning approach, which utilized

the hierarchical KTSs in KG to generate disentangled components. Since KTSs relected domain knowledge from

coarse-grained level to ine-grained level, the obtained disentangled components could reveal user preferences

and item functions in diferent granularity with explicable meanings.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have highlighted the underestimated signiicance of KTSs and proposed a KG-enhanced

recommendation approach based on a GNN model. Our proposed model learns disentangled user embedding and

item embedding hierarchically via information mining from KTSs. Moreover, we designed an objective function,

according to which losses will be computed in the original space as well as the disentangled space. Beneiting

from the model design and the objective function, our proposed model successfully decouples user interests and

item functions in hierarchical levels, giving insights into understanding user preferences. Extensive experiments

have been conducted in two real-world datasets. Experimental results have demonstrated the efectiveness and

interpretability of our proposed model.
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One further improvement of this work is the online test. In the future, we plan to deploy our proposed method

into online recommender systems (e.g., product recommendation, POI recommendation, etc.). Thus, the impacts

of KTSs will be fully evaluated. Besides, since HIKE obtains supervision signals via pretraining, we plan to

deploy the supervision signal detection operation into HIKE in an end-to-end way. In this way, clusters and the

corresponding cluster centers will be updated timely, and more accurate supervision signals will be obtained,

which can guide the representation learning process to generate better user embedding and item embedding.

Thus, domain knowledge relected by the KTSs can beneit the recommender system in a better way.
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